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QM1. 
Base=All 
Single choice grid 
 
Here are some statements about Canada’s military. For each, please tell us whether you agree or 
disagree: 
 
[Randomize] 
 
I feel proud when I think of Canada’s armed forces 
There is a culture of disrespect towards women in Canada’s military  
I would discourage a woman I cared about from pursuing a career in the Canadian military  
 
Strongly agree 
Agree  
Disagree 
Strongly disagree  
 
QM2 
Base=All 
Single choice 
 
Recently, there has discussion about how the Liberal government handled allegations of sexual 
misconduct against former Canadian Armed Forces general Jonathan Vance.  
 
The allegations were first made in 2018. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and Defence Minister Harjit 
Sajjan have said they did not know about the allegations. Opposition parties and others say the Prime 
Minister, the PM’s staff, and the Defence Minister could and should have done more to investigate.  
 
How closely, if at all, have you been following this issue?  
 
Read/saw stories about it and discussed it with friends and/or family  
Saw a story or two, and had the odd conversation about it 
Just scanned/saw the headlines  
Not read/seen anything at all until now  
 
QM3.  
Base=Top Three in QM2 
Single choice 
 
And based on what you’ve seen, read, or heard about this issue, including in this survey, which view is 
closest to your own: 
 
[ROTATE]  
 
This issue is serious and significant  
This issue has been overblown by the media and opposition parties  
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Not sure/Can’t say  
 
QM4.  
Base=All  
Single choice  
 
And thinking about this issue, how would you assess what has come to light so far? Would you say each 
of the following people has been transparent and honest, or has held back critical information?  
 
[ROTATE] 
 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
Defense Minister Sajjan 
PM’s Chief of Staff Katie Telford 
 
Has been transparent and honest 
Has held back critical information 
Not sure/Can't say 
 
QM5. 
Base=All 
Single choice 
 
In addition to the Vance situation, other revelations have come to light regarding sexual misconduct 
allegations against former chief of the defense staff, Admiral Art McDonald, as well as other military 
officials. 
 
Some people say such allegations against former military leaders is a sign of systemic problem with the 
way the Canadian military handles sexual misconduct within its ranks  
 
Other people say these are isolated incidents and do not reflect a problem with the way the Canadian 
military handles sexual misconduct allegations. Which statement is closest to your own point of view? 
 
The allegations reflect a systemic problem with the way Canada’s military handles sexual misconduct  
The allegations reflect isolated incidents and is not a sign of a systemic problem  
 
QM6. 
Base=All 
Single choice 
 
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 
 
I’m confident the military will handle complaints of sexual harassment and sexual assault in its ranks 
appropriately going forward 
 
 


